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IIT-Gn developing
low-cost noise reducing
devices for autistic kids

GUJARAT CONFIDENTIAL

ACTING TOUGH

AVINASH NAIR
AHMEDABAD, JUNE 9

Addressing a press conference last week, Union Minister of Food,
Consumer Affairs & Public Distribution Ram Vilas Paswan made
it clear that the NDA government at the Centre was going to
walk an extra mile to safeguard the rights of consumers against
misleading advertisements and unfair trade practices. Driving
home his point, he cited a couple of misleading advertisements
of products which promise increasing height within weeks and
regrowing hair on scalp. While these references brought a round
of laughter in the press meet, Paswan said the government was
going to held accountable not only the proprietors of such products, but also the celebrities who promote it for financial gains.

MAN FRIDAY
Devang Mankad, chairman of Municipal School Board of Rajkot
Municipal Corporation (RMC), found himself in a spot of bother
at a press meet to announce the launch of an English medium
school on public private partnership basis last week. He found it
difficult to respond to a couple of tricky questions. However, Nitin
Bhardwaj, chairman of the standing committee of RMC who was
also present at the meet, intervened in time. Bhardwaj usually
leads BJP charge in general board meetings. In the press meet
too, he had to defend the school board decision on starting the
school on the PPP basis and there not being any clear policy in
place for admission of students to the new school.

NO SHELTER BEFORE RAIN
Amadh Jat, sarpanch of Bhekhda village in Abdasa taluka of Kutch
district, has started digging ground for laying foundation of a
new home at a time when the village is dependent on water
tankers supplied by the government for drinking purpose. There
is an acute water shortage as it has hardly rained in the past two
years. Villagers, all of them cattle-herders, complain that water
brought in tankers is not enough. When questioned where would
he find water for construction from, the sarpanch said the construction would start only after it rains.

Residents protest civic survey in slum
Rajkot: A TEAM of Rajkot Municipal Corporation (RMC) and a private
firm faced resistance when they went to Jay Bhim Nagar slum to survey the area for redevelopment on the public private partnership basis, on Tuesday. Residents of Jay Bhim Nagar blocked the road to the
area by holding dharna and burning tyres.The RMC has awarded the
contract of the project to Vadodara-based Cube Construction
Engineering Limited. The project envisages providing houses to slumdwellers free of cost and clear land from encroachments.Incidentally,
Congress is opposing a similar project in Raiyadhar slum. ENS

ONCE THERE WAS A LAKE
The dry bed of Narayan Sarovar lake in Kutch which has dried up due to scanty rainfall over the last two years. Javed Raja

Cops directed to follow operating
procedure in raids on bootleggers
After recent attacks, only armed policemen allowed to bust illicit liquor trade
UJJWALA NAYUDU
AHMEDABAD, JUNE 9
GUJARAT POLICE chief P C
Thakur has ordered the commissioners and district superintendents to strictly follow the standard operating procedure (SOP)
while dealing prohibition cases
after recent attacks on policemen across the state by alleged
bootleggers and their aides.
After an attack on Shamlaji
policemen last week, state
Home Minister Rajnikant Patel
had asked police officials to plan
action in a bid to avert such attacks.
Speaking to The Indian
Express, Thakur said: “We have
issued directives to all police
commissioners in cities and SPs
in districts to follow the SOP. In
many cases, we noticed that po-

licemen wre not following the
SOP.”
He said, “When raided, bootleggers will to escape and in this
process they may attack policemen. If precautions not taken, a
policeman may even die in these
attacks. Every policeman’s life
and his contribution to the department are important to us.
We don’t want to lose men due
to lack of co-ordination, action
or miscalculated response in
such sensitive cases”.
The policemen from Aravalli
and Sabarkantha have faced
maximum number of attacks
from bootleggers. Their colleagues in Ahmedabad, Rajkot
and Banaskantha have also faced
similar attacks.
The case of sub-inspector A
K Vala had brought the entire
force together over the demand
for compensation for him and
his family. Vala was run over by

bootleggers when tried to stop a
vehicle loaded with illicit liquor,
on Shamlaji-Rajasthan highway
in March this year. Vala fought
for his life for 10 days at a private
hospital in Ahmedabad.
In February, constable Amrut
Makwana, working with Rajkot
Crime Branch, was attacked by
an alleged kingpin of illicit liquor
trade, Pratik Chandaran, and his
family when he went to raid
their residence. Makwana and
two other constables had raided
the premises following Rajkot
police commissioner’s orders.
However, the family members of the "bootlegger" stabbed
Makwana and thrashed him
with iron rods and pipes.
In the same month, locals in
Idgah area of Ahmedabad had
raided illicit liquor outlets, but
the bootleggers attacked them.
The attacks led to clashes in
Ahmedabad and several police-

Key accused held in bomb seizure case
EXPRESS NEWS SERVICE
AHMEDABAD, JUNE 9
THE Crime Branch on Tuesday
made a key arrest from

Maninagar railway station in
Ahmedabad in connection with
the seizure of 49 crude bombs
last week.
Key accused Aejaz alias Samir
alias Altaf Mohd Hanif Mirza had
“fled” the city, when the crime

branch arrested Mohd Irfan alias
Bala Shahfakir on June 3 and
seized 49 crude bombs from his
possession.
The officials said Aejaz went
to Mumbai soon after Irfan’s arrest.
Acting on a tip-off that
Aejaz would be returning to
Ahemedabad, the CB officials
laid a trap at Maninagar railway
station early on Tuesday.
Aejaz has been booked under Section 4 (A) (B) of the
Explosive Substances Act.

men from Dariapur police station were injured.
Recently in Banaskantha,
three policemen were attacked
by alleged bootleggers when
they went to raid their den.
As per the SOP, the policemen have to inform their station
heads and concerned ACPs or
DCPs and SPs (in districts) before
carrying out any raid or stopping
vehicles for checking. While
working on a specific input, under no circumstances, should
they go alone.
A raiding party must be
formed, loaded with enough defence and rescue materials. In
addition to that, the policemen
will also not conduct impromptu raids. It will now be the
responsibility of the police chiefs
in cities and districts to carry out
the SOP failing which they will
be answerable to the state government.

RESEARCHERS FROM the Indian
Institute of TechnologyGandhinagar (IIT-Gn) are developing low-cost devices for autistic children in India. This
includes affordable headphones
that act as noise-cancelling devices and low-cost sensors —
part of a larger system being designed to educate, train and rehabilitate children with complex
neurodevelopment disorders.
“Children with autism or auditory processing disorder often
have a hard time with noise.
Background noise like that of a
fan or a toilet flush or a vacuum
cleaner can increase the anxiety
level in the child. It is for this that
these headphones or earmuffs
come in handy.
“In the recent past, there
have been instances in other
countries where headphones
have been used to help such children. These headphones are very
expensive and the costs can vary
between Rs 4,000 and Rs
25,000,” said Nithin V George,
assistant professor, Electrical
Engineering, IIT-Gn who is
working on developing a lowcost device for children who battle disorders characterised by social
impairments,
communication difficulties and
restricted, repetitive and stereotyped patterns of behaviour.
“The device is currently at a
design stage.It is a little premature to put a price tag, but It
should cost around Rs 1,000. The
headphones will be such that a
child can wear it all day without
discomfort,” George told The
Indian Express on the sidelines of
an event held on autism at the
Knowledge Consortium of
Gujarat (KCG) campus here recently.
Currently IIT-Gn is conducting a feasibility study along with
BM Institute of Mental Health in
Ahmedabad to assess the workability of such a device among

Children with Autism
often have a hard time
dealing with noise.
Background noise like
that of a fan or a toilet
flush or a vacuum
cleaner can increase
anxiety in them
autistic children. It is also receiving funding from the
Department of Science and
Technology (DST), Government
of India.
“No studies have been done
on this in the past, so we are conducting a feasibility study as
well,” the professor added.
Meanwhile, another set of researchers from the same department at IIT-Gn are engaged in
developing a special system for
autistic children who have difficulty interpreting what others
think or feel, as they do not understand social cues, such as
tone of voice or facial expressions.
“We are developing a virtual
reality-based anxiety sensitive
adaptive intelligent system for
autistic children. The purpose is
to address the gap in their social
skills,” said Uttama Lahiri, assistant professor of IIT-Gn who is
heading a team of researchers
who are busy creating realworld-simulations using computer graphics.
“We are trying to use technology so that will make educating, training and rehabilitating
autistic children much more
simple. With these virtual simulation models, we will help
these children enhance their
motor-skills, understand social
etiquette, face unexpected situations and make friends," said
Lahiri.
Meanwhile, this team is also
developing low-cost sensors
that is part of the intelligent system used to help autistic children.
“These sensors also have a
wider application,” she added.

IIM Nagpur a hit among CAT
applicants, IIM-A faculty to teach
LAKSHMI AJAY
AHMEDABAD, JUNE 8
BRAND IIMA appears to be
working for the newly-minted
IIM Nagpur in Maharashtra —
one of the six new proposed IIMs
in the country. Around 1,857 students who have cleared CAT
(Common Admission Test) and
have secured the stipulated cutoffs for the new IIM’s have
shown willingness in joining IIM
Nagpur in it’s maiden academic
year that begins mid-July.
These students have sent out
formal letters evincing interest
in joining the new IIM-Nagpur,
that is currently being mentored
by IIMA for a period of three
years.
A coordination office has
been set up at the IIMA campus
and a three-member committee
has been put in place for day to
day running of IIM Nagpur, including initiating admissions for
the flagship PGP program’s first
batch (2015-17) which begins
around mid-July.

With a batch size of 60, the
tuition fees for IIM Nagpur will
be Rs 10 lakh for a two-year PGP,
as per a website for IIM-Nagpur
mounted by IIMA recently.
“Around 1,35,000 CAT 2014 takers had shown interest in the
proposed IIM in Maharashtra
while filling up their application
forms. However, only around
7,700 students have made it
through the cut off for various
categories announced for the
new IIM’s. We received 1,857 entries within the stipulated deadline of May 31, where eligible
students showed us their willingness to take admissions at
IIM-N,” said Pradyumna W
Khokle, one of the two IIMA faculty helming the IIM-N Cell.
Now,
An offer list with names of
short-listed candidates to whom
we have made offers via emails
on Saturday and a waiting list
has been put up on the IIM-N
website.
“Around 30 faculty from
IIMA may be teaching at IIM-N
during the first year which will
consist of 419 sessions. We are

looking at forming a strong industry connect with both local
and non-local businesses that
leverage on management expertise in sectors like governmental, small scale industries,
environment and energy sectors. While the Personal
Interview (PI) is not a component or part of the selection of
candidate, the past academic
performance (PAP), work experience (WE) and performance in
CAT will be taken into account,”
Khokle added.
“We had received a request
from the MHRD (Ministry of
Human Resource Development)
for mentoring IIM-Nagpur and
we said yes during the end of last
year. We will ensure that in absence of anybody and anything
else, things should happen and
PGP programme should run by
July-August this year. Land has
been earmarked near the
Nagpur airport. We will come up
with the course design and help
put the institutional systems and
processes in place," said Ajay
Pandey, senior faculty and Dean
(Programmes) at IIM-A.

6 held for ‘eve teasing’
EXPRESS NEWS SERVICE
AHMEDABAD, JUNE 9
THE Ahmedabad District police held six persons, including a builder from Surendranagar, on Tuesday for
allegedly eve teasing catering service girls from
Ahmedabad at Dholera SIR in a function last month.
The police identified the accused as Naresh Shah,
a builder in Surendranagar, Pradyumansinh
Chudasama (Thaltej), Kapilsinh Vaghela (Dumali),
Mahavirsinh Gohil and Laghdirsinh Gohil (Bhavnagar)
and Jashubha Zala (Surendranagar).
Four girls from Ramol area of the city were called
for catering services at the inauguration of a RO plant
at Marutinandan farmhouse in Dholera SIR on May
17 on request of Waris Mandap service, a Dhandhukabased event organiser. The guests that included the
accused had allegedly asked the girls to serve liquor
and non-vegetarian meals. When the girls refused
they had allegedly misbehaved with them.
The accused, who were allegedly in inebriated
state, later had molested the girls after which they
filed a complaint at Dholera police station. One of the
girls had even called the 181 ‘Abhayam’ helpline for
women who helped them register the complaint.
The police had earlier arrested a deputy SP of
Dangs district P M Sarvaiya, a retired police inspector
H R Jadeja on May 24 while 22 others including village
sarpanch were held after the FIR was filed. The police
had booked the accused under Section 354 (assault
or criminal force to woman with intent to outrage her
modesty) of the IPC.

